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How does 
culture impact 
Agile adoption?

Argentina, Uruguay, Chile, Columbia, 
Philippines, Indonesia, Singapore, 
Australia, Japan, Dubai, Germany, 
UK, Netherlands

Illustration by Tasia Graham

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How does national culture impact Agile adoption?When researching online we came across blogs and articles claiming ‘Agile will never work here in my country’Will culture mindset have an impact on Agile mindset? Is there a universal ‘Agile culture’?Do underlying cultural traits prevail?Are some cultures more natural to adopting Agile than others?



by Ahmed Sidky

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DS comments - do 1 after introducing ourselves on slide 5. This slide should flow from the video and be about “there are unlimited practices, influenced by organisational complexity and culture, can it all come back to the Agile mindset?”Ask the group where they are from. Anyone outside the UK? Ask where they are from.When asking people what it means to be Agile, one of the most common answers is that it is all about the Agile mindset. The mindset is described by the 4 values of the Manifesto and 12 principles, manifested by an unlimited number of practices, tools and processes.Implementing only the practices without the mindset, does not achieve Agility.Organizations are complex adaptive systems, each unique with its own set of challenges, values, objectives and culture



• Dutch and Italian, living in the UK
• Started agile journey in 2005
• Work for redtangerine.org
• Technical and non technical teams in 

organisations Glaudia Califano
@Glaudia12
@redtangerineorg



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hRFaZxyfbD4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hRFaZxyfbD4

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hRFaZxyfbD4





When cultures collide

Presenter
Presentation Notes




by Richard D Lewis 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Misunderstandings arise when we have a clash of cultureCultural behaviours and differences arise from many factors: religion, generation, gender, class, political beliefs, language, region and nationalityIn Agile we do talk a lot about the importance of Corporate culture. Often other layers of culture influence a corporate culture. And there are companies that managed to build an extremely strong corporate culture which minimised the influence of the other layers. That is however not the case for many companies.The ability for individuals to interact successfully is essentialAwareness of each other culturally is key to thisUnderstanding culture is essential for high performance at both team level and at organisation level



Categorising culture

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Categorising culturesTo enable us to create an hypothesis, test and analyse it we looked for a culture categorising models. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fish can’t see water: how national culture impact organisational culture



Richard D.Lewis   -   When Cultures Collide

Presenter
Presentation Notes
‘When Cultures Collide’ – sold over 1 million copies and published in 15 different languagesHe visited 135 countries, working in 20 themCreated the cultural categories based on behaviourThe model has been used all around the world by leaders seeking a strategies to deal with cultural differencesReason why we choose Lewis model:We wanted to focus on values and how this translated in behaviours. This is very much aligned with the research on which the Lewis model is developedThe Lewis model main focus areas are:CommunicationValuesBehavioursLeadershipNegotiationTeamsAll areas that are key to Agile adoption 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://cacpro.com/thinking/using-archetypes-to-inform-ux/
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Lewis Model maps how strongly people of different nations exhibit characteristics from each categoryTo date approx 15000 people interviewed across the world and is regularly updatedModel is relativeCountries can be on the same position on the scale but for different reasonsNot to stereotype nations, it is which cultural behaviours are dominant in that country (linear, multi or reactive)As we discussed earlier, the layers of culture have an impact as well. For example profession: I had a lawyer from a multi-active country in my Cross Cultural group. When doing the test he came out high on the linear scale. The model is regularly updated and countries move on the scaleNo one category will completely dominate, there will be behaviours from the other two. It is a question of how much



Facts Planning Timelines Word deed
correlation

Institutions Law

Linear Active 
Anchors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Linear active people believe they can control life, taking basically rational decisions, using incontrovertible facts or logic. They make plans according to a time schedule that they draw up, believe in it and adhere to it. Linear actives distinguish clearly between facts and human aspirations and, while not disparaging the latter, are reluctant to allow them to influence, interfere with, or distort linear reality. Success and prosperity are natural consequences of orderly, rational planning. Economic decisions are best kept separate from subjective feelings. 



Linear active behaviours in teams – our observations

• Separation social and professional

• Transactional

• Detailed planning/ metrics

• Individualistic

• Focus on deadlines

• Expects rules to be followed
Image by Richard D. Lewis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Separation social and professional: Linear actives seem to have less problems expressing their true opinions in front of work colleaguesTransactional: time, planning and transactions are valued. Detailed planning/ metricsIndividualistic: collaboration required encouragementSpeed to marketFocus on deadlinesExpect rules to be followed





Presenter
Presentation Notes
Linear-active countries built on tayloristic models from the industrial revolution, brilliant at repeatabe complicated work such as production lines.These management styles less suitable to knowledge work. In Frederic Laloux book ‘Reinventing organisations’ he used the metaphor organisations as machines.  No organisation is in one colour in Frederic Laloux writing, but most companies are orange. Red, Amber, Orange, Green and Teal



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hard to find good people everywhereMany countries we visited companies are mainly working with permanent staff and cultural fit is extremely important. In Japan people do not move company often and it is extremely important that people fit within the company culture. WantedlyWe have a big contractor market in the UKTeams do not stay together long, unstable, unpredictable. People as ‘resources’.Contrast to multi-actives and reactives with culture of building relationships and intertwined personal and professional lives. Stable, motivated, long lived teams.



POP UP TEAMS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the trends we have seen countries where the contractor market is high, (eg UK, Singapore) is the concept of pop up teams. Pop up teams are teams that will be placed as a full team with clients. They are individuals that are already used to working together and many times already gone through the so called Tuckman stages. forming, storming, norming, and performing. Teams are selected carefully to ensure high performance. We met an UK consultancy in London that are having great success with this model. Contractors keep their independence, get new experiences but are supported by the consultancy and are made to feel part of something so they stay loyal.



Multi Active 
Anchors

Family Hierarchy Relationships Emotion Eloquence Persuasion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not bound by time restrictions - why end a conversation / activity because of an arbitrary deadline?Multi active people also believe they can control life, yet less on the basis of applying facts and figures (which may not always be to their liking) and more through exploiting human hopes and feelings, using willpower, feats of persuasion, and often charisma. Multi actives do not believe that facts based on scientific truth always corresponds to reality. Multi active truth is always contextual and is in the ear of the listener. Just like beauty is in the eye of the beholder. Human connections and contacts are valued, both horizontal and vertical (across or up and down the hierarchy)Multi active believe that good decisions, including business ones, are made at times that are optimal to the situation. E.g. when people are in a good mood 



• Socially and professionally intertwined

• Relationship driven

• Lightweight planning /  metrics

• Sees the big picture

• Loquacious and generates many ideas

• Questioning

• ExperimentalImage by Richard D. Lewis

Multi-active behaviours in teams – our observations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Socially and professionally intertwined: Your colleagues are your friends/ family. Which is great when it comes to individual interaction and collaboration. Openness can be difficult as team members don’t want to hurt their team-mates.Relationship driven: human interaction is valued over time and materials things. It is important for teams to have a good relationship with the customer - Leadership is very conscious that if teams cannot work with clients, it will put their business at risk. Customer collaboration over contract negotiation.Lightweight planning/ metrics: we will have a slide about this later on. Sees the big picture: vision and strategy over detailed planning.Loquacious and generate many ideas: can cause loss of focus.Questioning: will question and ask Why. Courage to ask questions and do the right thingExperimental: Coding in the soup kitchen. Went horribly wrong, just changed direction. When interviewing one of the Agile Alliance Board Directors who is from a highly multi active country what Linear actives could learn from Multi actives, his answer was: start small, start in your parents garage. Don’t get hung up on raising a big capital - courage. Relating this back to the Agile manifesto:Customer collaboration over contract negotiationResponding to change over following a planIndividuals and interactions over processes and tools





Contracts (cartoon from 2014)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Customer collaboration over contract negotiationCompany in ChileBuild relationships on trustLong-term relationships and reputation more important than immediate profitAgree number of sprints, scope is variable, Client (PO) must be available eg 50% of the timeContracts may often be re-negotiated



High Level Objectives

High Level story map

Ways of working

High Level plan

Budget/ Price

The Team

Billing

Collaboration 

Communication

Development tools

Work Agreement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Customer collaboration over contract negotiationResponding to change over following a planThe total work agreement is 12 slidesWork agreement is lightweight and high levelMain focus on is on ‘Ways of Working’ . This slide for example explains that customer is highly engaged in writing stories and story mapping Sprints - continuous negotiation about scope, frequent releases and testing, scope adapted 



Intuition Courtesy Network Common 
obligations

Collective 
harmony

Face

Reactive 
Anchors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
See time as cyclic - the sun always rises and falls, generations come and go, stock markets rise and fall, it is not something that can be controlled.Reactive people do not believe they are in control of their destiny. They do not have the multi actives faith in powers of persuasion (even less in charisma), neither do they see life in terms of the factual truth so adhered to and admired by linear actives. For reactives there is no absolute truth. Truth is invariably situational or contextual. Opposites (right and wrong, good and bad, appearance and reality) may both be correct the same time.Importance of saving face and harmony.



Reactive behaviours in teams - our observations
• Socially and professionally intertwined

• Relationship driven and people centric

• Highly collaborative

• Decision by consensus

• Must not lose face

• Hierarchical

• Status is important
Image by Richard D. Lewis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Socially and Professionally intertwinedRelationship driven:  important to build a relation first Highly collaborativeDecision by consensusMust not lose faceHierarchical - teacher knows bestStatus is importantIt is a small world and word goes around quickly. Reputation is key and bad reviews can ruin a business. This does give a different meaning when it comes to prioritisation of value. For example one company had 2 clients that had used an older browser. After a release the product did not work as well on that browser. The issue could be seen as lower priority (low value):2 clients of the hundreds clients impacted plus they are using an old browser. Maybe ask clients to update their browserHowever it was such a high priority that the Scrum team abandoned their Sprint. Why: those 2 clients could damage the reputation, meaning losing many other clients (high value) Reputation/ must not lose face encourages good quality but can stifle innovationMapping to AgileContinuous attention to technical excellence and good design enhances agility.Highly collaborativeContinuous improvement



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Socially and professionally intertwinedTell about the peer pressureMob programming When you have a meeting, they come with more peopleHighly collaborative



Source: https://chinaculturecorner.com/2013/10/10/face-in-chinese-business/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Must not lose faceStatus is importantReputation is key in highly reactive cultures. Word of mouth is a key concept and can make you succeed or ruin youThe word failure is a very strong word. And though in most reactive environments there is a low chance of being fired, people in teams are afraid of failure. They find it hard to break down work in smaller pieces, striving for perfection in one go. Swedish company working with Janpanese company and found it really hard to break down things. 

https://chinaculturecorner.com/2013/10/10/face-in-chinese-business/


© 1993 -2013 Jeff Sutherland & Scrum.inc

Presenter
Presentation Notes
During Nemawashi, a company seeks the opinion of employees about decisions.Literally translated as ‘going around the roots’, particularly in the sense of digging around the roots of a tree to prepare it for transplant.Within the Toyota Production System – and Japanese culture itself – the word has come to mean an informal process of laying the foundation and building a consensus of opinion before making formal changes to any particular process or project.Successful application of Nemawashi allows changes to be carried out with the consent of all parties.Nimawashi – Friend or Foe? Explain that it can slow down decisions and it is difficult for a Product Owner to be fully empoweredDecision by consensusSlows things down, however once consensus has been reached things go incredibly fast. As hurdles have already been tackled in the consensus. 



Honne: true feelings and desires. Tatemae: behaviours and opinions one displays in 
public

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reactives (especially Japan) don’t show emotions at work ‘Honne Tatemae - SM that swapped Mad/Sad/Glad with stop/start/continueReactive shynessSensitivity over losing face for self and othersContrast between inward opinions and compliance with social expectations: what you really feel vs. how you ‘should’ behaveHonne = literally ‘the true sound’, Tatemae = literally ‘the outside of building/façade’Using these parallel realities is one of main strategies for maintaining ‘Wa’Tatemae functions as a kind of social lubricantHonne is usually reserved for close friends and familyHonne Tatemae needs to be taken in consideration when it comes to Openness. Also ‘Reading the Air’ is important  



Communication 



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aK3Eaoda9v8

Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aK3Eaoda9v8

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aK3Eaoda9v8





Finish Communication Patterns

by Richard D. Lewis



Spanish Communication Patterns

by Richard D.Lewis



English Communication Patterns

by Richard D. Lewis



by Richard D. Lewis

Presenter
Presentation Notes




Creating value with diverse teams



Diversity, versatility and excellence

by Richard D Lewis 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Diversity - Bonus or drawback?This figure shows how a multicultural team can be versatile in performance. These three cultural categories refer to people organising their lives in completely different ways. They are all human beings, but they differ fundamentally in behaviour. That is what we mean by cultural diversity. In certain circumstances it is difficult for one category to understand the intentions or aspirations of another. While 2 people in the same category can understand the other’s motives most of the time, people from different categories don’t. Effective coaching of an international team requires coaches to be acutely aware of the distinctively different life organisation styles in which each of the three categories is anchored. Unless they make certain concessions or adaptations regarding these lifestyles, discord will continually raise its head. On the other hand, equal awareness of the common denominators within each category will help in forecasting behaviour



Diverse teams where 
cultural differences are 
explored and integrated

Homogeneous teams

Diverse teams not 
actively exploring and 
integrating cultural 
differences

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, cultural differences provide the greatest potential to hinder effective interaction within teamsOn the other had, cultural differences also provide the greatest potential for creating value. Multicultural teams, then, have an enormous wealth of material with which to create innovative approaches to complex organizational challengesMulti cultural team come in 3 models:The destroyers: dysfunctional teams, lot of distrust. The “team” destroyed value rather than creating it.The equalisers: Teams who say they do really well, they discuss their differences and come to a compromise. suppressing differences to smooth processes, and in turn suppressing differences in ideas and perspectives. MediocracyThe creators: Differences are explicitly recognized and accepted, even nurtured, and their implications are incorporated into every facet of the group’s processes, how they understood, incorporated, and leveraged their differencesUse diversity as an asset: Map, Bridge & Integrate (MBI technique)Map: understand differencesBridge: communicate, take differences in accountIntegrate: bring together and leverage differences



Value the 
differences and 

differences 
create value

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An example is people that are in cultures where it is not common to speak up due to hierarchy, facilitate it in a way where you do not put that person in an akward positions. For example pair with a person so they do not have to speak in front of the group, generate ideas together. 



Design Thinking is a method for practical and creative problem solving. At its 
core DesignThinking focuses on finding people's needs and creatively 
discovery of solutions to those needs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Two ways why Design Thinking is relevant:Getting your team applying the Design Thinking process itself when building products or services. Applying Design Thinking 



Map Bridge Integrate

Diversity and inclusionis all about creating an enabling environment where people 
can bring their authentic selves to work and feel valued, involved, connected and 
respected.

Through its central idea of human-centered approach, design thinking has the ability to 
redesign our workplaces. When used in an imaginative way, design thinking can be 
applied to solve any challenge and drive the growth of an inclusive workplace culture that 
supports and empowers all employees.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://www.peoplematters.in/article/strategic-hr/design-thinking-in-diversity-and-inclusion-training-19248#targetText=Application%20of%20design%20thinking%20is,%2C%20involved%2C%20connected%20and%20respected.Requires time for team members to adjust to each other



Divergent thinking Convergent thinking

Source: diverging lens, converging lens 
greeting card by Russel Kightley

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Multitude of perspectives, ideas and approachesStimulating interactions



Six Thinking Hats - Eward de Bono

Source: https://mgrush.com/

https://mgrush.com/


Strength In Diversity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The creatorsBecause of the nature of culture, cultural differences also provide the greatest potential for creating value.Culture affects what we notice, how we interpret it, what we decide to do about it, and how we execute our ideas.Multicultural teams, then, have an enormous wealth of material with which to create innovative approaches to complex organizational challenges and find new ways of implementing solutions.Today’s business cannot flourish without the creative value afforded by high-performingglobal teams.Source: Research paper published in  Elsevier: Creating Value with Diverse Teams in Global Management



Takeaways



• Different cultural behaviours can be a strength 
or an impediment to Agile adoption

• Awareness of cultural differences and 
communication styles is key to success

• Cross cultural training & workshops to help with 
multicultural teams

• Global community can learn from each other



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Adopting Agile methods is a culture shift and is hard whatever the national culture, but remove cultural barriers and with cultural adaptations, it can be successful everywhere



For more case studies during our 
journey see our company website: 
https:/ /www.redtangerine.org/blog

@Glaudia12
@redtangerineorg
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